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introduction

• CO2 is captured by emitters, then transported, to be stored under the 
North Sea

• the Parties asked informal guidance about a Joint Marketing Initiative

1. Joint pricing for the initial 5 units of capacity (millions of tons / y)

2. Investments are made

3. Unilateral pricing for the projected remaining 17 units of capacity

4. A pass-on clause whereby the consumers of the initial 5 units of 
capacity must receive the lowest price

• part of a bigger collaboration which is not evaluated here



general view

• the agreement is about joint pricing (not about 
sustainability standards)

• the reasoning is that joint pricing reduces CO2 emissions by 
making the project happen (profitable)

• the claim might be justified but needs verification
• what if firms already collaborate on other dimensions
• how far does joint pricing need to go?

• being too lenient is really harmful
• high prices harm consumers
• high prices reduce demand for CCS services



outline

• the pass-on clause is less benign than it seems

• does the regulatory environment act as competitive 
constraint?

• waterbed effect in Europe’s Emissions Trading System

• reliability risk can be alleviated through subcontracts

• agreement may facilitate collusion



pass-on clause

• is argued to ensure “a certain level of pass-on of the 
benefits of the competitive process” to the initial consumers

• two concerns:

1. the clause weakens the incentive to charge a competitive 
price for the remaining capacity
• as doing so now hurts the profit margin associated with the initial

consumers

2. the price charged for the initial consumers is a strategic 
variable
• raising the initial price softens the subsequent competition



regulatory environment

• European Emissions Trading System (ETS) is an 
outside option for emitters

• emitters can be subsidized for the cost 
disadvantage of CCS relative to the ETS price (to a 
certain extent)
• problematic for competition, as a higher price for CO2 

storage leads to more subsidies

• the real question is whether the Shell and 
TotalEnergies could compete against each other



Europe’s Emissions Trading System

• there is a “waterbed effect” which erodes the claimed 
sustainability benefit of the agreement:

• when emitters store their CO2 in the North Sea, they purchase 
fewer emission allowances on the ETS, which subsequently leaves 
space for other firms to raise their emissions

• the ETS also allows for some allowances to be cancelled, so 
the waterbed effect is only partial



risk

• joint pricing does not directly remove the risk associated 
with the project, but makes the project more profitable 
overall

• back-up services can be provided through subcontracting 
agreements (where the ETS price serves as protection 
against hold-up) 

• financial constraints are typically associated with small firms
• do we see lack of external financing?

• the subsidy program already intends to reduce risk and 
stimulate investments



agreement may facilitate collusion

• the JMI initiative involves joint price setting for 5 
units of initial capacity

• question of tacit collusion with respect to the 
remaining capacity
• Duso Röller Seldeslachts (2014)

• Sovinsky (2022)

• too high prices harm consumers and result in less 
CO2 storage



in conclusion

• higher profits (induced by the joint marketing initiative) 
can make the whole project more attractive to pursue

• however there are significant concerns:

• being too lenient harms consumers and reduces demand (the 
amount of CO2 stored)

• the pass-on clause is less benign than it seems
• it is not enough to point out that there is regulation
• given the European ETS, the reduction of emissions is (partly) 

offset by an increase elsewhere
• reliability could have been achieved through subcontracts
• agreement may facilitate collusion


